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Abstract
Most articles written about impact investing reflect the experience of investors (or,
1
supply of capital side) allocating capital to achieve blended social and financial returns.
The views, experiences, and needs of the downstream enterprises (demand for capital
side) working with or otherwise benefiting people living in poverty are not broadly
represented in the literature. As such, the field is evolving with a one-sided view of what
is possible, resting heavily on investor needs, not enterprise realities. The
mainstreaming narrative seeks to promote and validate the prospect of competitive
financial returns with full impact. The enterprises we have worked with have great
potential to contribute to poverty reduction but are unlikely to deliver returns of this
magnitude. There are multiple perils connected to this trend but most important, from
our perspective, is the effect of compromising impact investing’s contribution to poverty
alleviation. Our objective in writing this report is to question some of the assumptions
embedded in the prevailing literature and to elevate the experience of enterprises
contributing to poverty reduction so that they might be better served by the field. We do
so with a concern that the sector risks being discredited due to rising, unrealistic
expectations about financial returns.
Oxfam has for many decades been interested in enterprise development and fostering
an ecosystem that supports enterprises. As a co-founder of now commercially thriving
social enterprises such as Café Direct and market-based models such as Fairtrade,
Oxfam has tried to leverage the potential of entrepreneurs and markets to bring
economic opportunities to communities around the world. Oxfam continues to challenge
itself and others to adopt the most effective market-based approaches while retaining a
focus on the people that those interested in social enterprise and impact investing hope
to benefit. Today, Oxfam has several programs that focus on poverty-reducing
enterprises that engage traditionally marginalized populations through investment and
investment-like approaches. These programs include a focus on access to finance but
recognize the need to structure finance differently so that it realizes the full potential of
those enterprises to make a sustainable contribution to poverty reduction. This paper
challenges everyone involved in impact investing, including Oxfam itself, to ensure that
impact investing remains primarily focused on achieving impact.
The founders of Sumerian Partners all have long histories of supporting start-up and
growing businesses in both developed countries and emerging economies. This
includes experience as entrepreneurs, as well as acting as asset managers and
deploying philanthropic capital. Chris West was the former director of Shell Foundation,
a charity that has a long track record of catalyzing and scaling-up social enterprises in
ways that are both impactful and financially viable. Sumerian Partners advises and
manages philanthropic capital on behalf of families, foundations, and asset managers to
maximize their impact.
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SUMMARY
For decades, there was one financial tool for use in combating poverty: a 100 percent
2
loss-making grant made typically to non-profit organizations. Starting with innovations
such as microfinance and, in the US, program-related investments, the field has evolved
to encompass new capital vehicles and innovative business models. The non-profit and
for-profit binary condition has also evolved to reveal a much more heterogeneous
universe of actors and instruments actively engaged in combating poverty. The financial
instruments supporting this movement away from a grants-based approach broadly fall
under the term of ‘impact investing’. However, in the quest to attract capital, we feel that
the field has lost its focus on the primacy of the mission. The predominant focus in the
literature is on financial return expectations, in particular the quest to prove that market
3
rate returns are achievable in impact investing. However, most enterprises making
meaningful contributions to poverty alleviation lack the ability to deliver commercial
rates of return. The field has evolved to meet the needs of the investors, and insufficient
attention has been paid to the realities and needs of the enterprises themselves. There
is a real risk of mission drift as funds—pressured by the lack of deals that can deliver
high returns and full impact in a limited time frame—sacrifice intentionality, which is
essential to impact investment.
It is time to flip the narrative. Let’s not ask, ‘How does this enterprise fit into my
portfolio?’ and instead ask, ‘What kind of skills, support and funding does this enterprise
need to be successful, and am I in a position to provide it?’ (Andrea Armeni, Transform
4
Finance). More robust data and increased transparency could help create a more
realistic understanding of the limitations and capabilities of the field.

Financial return targets do not reflect enterprise performance
From our experience, most enterprises in the Global South that have a real impact on
people living in poverty can generate average net income in the low single digits. These
enterprises carry not only the risks faced by all emerging market companies of
economic and political instability, infrastructure challenges and commodity price shocks,
but must also face the added challenge of adapting and refining business models to
engage people living in poverty, who typically have previously either lacked access to
the product or service being offered or have had it provided for free. By contrast, most
impact investors target double-digit net returns. The Global Impact Investing Network
(GIIN) reported that 84 percent of respondents were targeting risk-adjusted market rate
5
returns or close to market rate returns. For a fund manager to generate a net 10
percent to 15 percent US$ portfolio return, then assuming typical costs and losses, they
must seek individual transaction returns of 20 percent to 25 percent or more. We know
few impactful enterprises capable of achieving this.

Fund structures are not designed to meet the needs of most
enterprises
Most enterprises making a meaningful difference for people living in poverty take 7 to 10
years to come close to financial break-even, as they constantly need to adapt their
6
products, services and business processes to meet their impact and revenue goals.
Even once these enterprises mature, they remain fragile and susceptible to internal
changes (e.g., loss of key staff), as well as external shocks (e.g., weather-related for
those in climate-sensitive zones). These enterprises, therefore, want and need patient
(i.e., greater than 10-year) capital with return expectations reflective of the costs and
7
risks they face in achieving positive social change. By contrast, most impact investors
8
have adopted 10-year closed-end funds modelled on private equity. Irrespective of the
4
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financial return targets, these fund structures do not match the low and slow financial
growth characteristics of most impactful enterprises. The scarcity of reported positive
cash exits realized to date by impact investors reinforces our view that there is a
mismatch between financial structure and market performance.

The need for user-centered products supported by smart subsidy
and patient capital
Enterprises that contribute to poverty alleviation are often making a slow ascent from
grant funding to more sustainable forms of capital. For these enterprises, smart
9
subsidy and patient capital approaches are often more financially efficient options to
traditional grants, at a minimum, and can create bridges across ‘the valley of death’
(illustrated in Figure 1) to other forms of investment. Impact investors report this same
problem as a lack of investment-ready pipeline. Notable examples of enterprises that
have achieved significant impact and scale (such as d.light and MKopa) have typically
benefitted from millions of dollars of such support over many years prior to securing—
and often alongside—investment capital. This mirrors the development of microfinance
and mobile money. At the moment, most enterprises are offered a binary choice
between grant funding that seeks impact with no financial return, or commercial
investments that seek a net return on capital. We urgently need to progress to more
patient capital models that seek to maximize impact while accepting varying levels of
return of capital. Without such support we suspect most promising social enterprises will
fail to meet their impact potential or become financially viable.

Lack of robust data is compounded by sales hype
Given the blended return objectives of impact investing, we are disappointed by the
disproportionate focus on proving the case around financial returns. In contrast, there is
limited reporting of impact achieved. Transparent reporting of impact provides the basis
for learning about how enterprise-led solutions can help combat poverty, and to ensure
that successful approaches can be replicated. Most publications have instead focused
on assessing financial returns associated with impact investing. Arguably the most
10
comprehensive of these is the report by Cambridge Associates and the GIIN which
states that ‘market rate returns are attainable in impact investing’. However, this same
report included no commentary on the associated impacts achieved, relied significantly
on the performance of funds focused on the theme of financial inclusion (which, at least
for microfinance, has depended on decades of subsidies), and draws its conclusion
from a small pool of funds that were targeting market rate returns. Yet, reports such as
this play an important role in influencing the views of investors and serves to reinforce a
common narrative that is amplified and echoed in the press and in secondary research.
It is critical that reports are more balanced and representative of the breadth of
experience and the existence of tensions between impact and returns. Failing to do so
will result in cheerleading that raises unrealistic expectations and harms the field more
broadly.

Intentionality to achieve impact is getting sidelined
Key to impact investing is the intention to generate a measurable, socially or
environmentally beneficial impact that contributes to poverty reduction while generating
a financial return. While many businesses generate positive social impacts, these are
typically a consequence of decisions taken primarily on financial grounds, and do not
therefore fulfil the ‘intentionality’ requirements that would classify them as impact
investment. In the struggle to find investment-ready impactful enterprises, funds are rebranding investments as impact investing, when previously they would have been
considered mainstream investments—albeit ones with strong environmental, social and
Impact Investing: Who are we serving? A case of mismatch between supply and demand
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governance (ESG) performance. Instead, the field should get better at identifying
mechanisms at enterprise level that can lock in the prioritization of social impact and
funds should demonstrate clear intentionality and employ business processes, (e.g.,
defining impact strategies, setting impact targets akin to financial hurdle rates,
measuring and analyzing the data) that put impact at the center of their work.
Impact investment arose out of a desire by investors to preserve capital while making
positive impact. In doing so, it was able to reach enterprises and have impacts that
financial markets were not able to serve. Newer entrants are instead chasing higher
returns while hoping to preserve impact. This paper argues that this risks discrediting
the sector through generating unrealistic expectations about financial returns from
impact investments. This may lead both to capital being drawn away from (or not
attracted to) vital investments that deliver low or zero returns, and also to the wider
perception of failure of the sector if expectations of high returns and high impact are not
met.

Recommendations
Oxfam and Sumerian Partners propose six recommendations to resolve the challenges
highlighted in this paper:
1. A shift of approach in the market is needed; from one wherein we tailor funds around
the needs of investors to instead developing products that serve the needs of
enterprises seeking to combat poverty. Specifically, a wider adoption of alternative
fund structures is needed—such as permanent capital vehicles and evergreen
funds—and new financial tools that reflect the predominantly ‘low and slow-returns’
of most enterprises prioritizing social impact;
2. Greater transparency is needed around reporting both the impact and financial
returns (gross and net) achieved by impact investors;
3. Donors and philanthropists need to deploy smart subsidy and patient capital (return
of capital) to support enterprises capable of making a meaningful contribution to
poverty reduction, and to support hybrid financing models alongside impact investors
seeking a net return on capital;
4. More independent research is needed to understand the enterprise-level experience
and analyze which structures, approaches, and incentives best assist enterprises to
maintain an intentionality to optimize impact;
5. We call on impact investors to agree to a voluntary code of practice that enshrines
the intentionality to behave and take decisions in ways that have a primary focus on
achieving impact;
6. Impact investors should adopt incentives for optimizing, measuring, and reporting
impact as well as achieving financial return targets.
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1 IMPACT INVESTING HAS BOTH PROMISE
AND POWER
Alongside investment that seeks a return on capital, we need more smart subsidy and
patient capital that seeks to maximize impact, but will accept a return of capital. This is
precisely where donors and philanthropists are ideally and uniquely positioned to deliver
the power of impact investing as they can support promising early stage, impact-driven
enterprises with a diversity of ‘impact-first’ financial instruments (such as programrelated investments, repayable/convertible grants, guarantees, soft loans), either
alongside or as a bridge to finance first investors.
A well-documented barrier for most small enterprises in developing countries is what
has been deemed the ‘valley of death’ or the ‘missing middle’ (illustrated in Figure 1).
Small enterprises are often too big for microfinance and informal sources of finance, but
11
too small or risky for commercial banks and private equity investors. Impact investors
have a critical role to play in the expansion stage before the enterprise can reasonably
take on commercial finance.
Figure1: Growth stages of enterprises, from start-up to sustainable growth

One might ask why grant funds are necessary in impact investing if, as various
12
publications argue, impact and profit are inherently aligned. The extent to which profit
and impact are complementary or in tension is fundamentally different for different
individual enterprises and markets. It is our view that they are more often in tension than
not. Furthermore, the realities of the investment market and the extent to which capital
allocation, prestige, and attention are skewed to the largest and most profitable
segments of the impact investment market, leaving behind many promising enterprises.
There have been some attempts at providing a sophisticated segmentation of the
impact investment spectrum. Omidyar Network, in particular, takes up this challenge in
‘Across the Returns Continuum,’ providing a more subtle and holistic understanding of
13
the space. However, to understand the spectrum fully, more research is needed to
Impact Investing: Who are we serving? A case of mismatch between supply and demand
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fully explore the relationship between financial return and impact, and far more
transparency and detail are needed when it comes to financial data.
Figure 2: The Returns Continuum Framework

Source: Omidyar Network (2017).

Impact investing is in danger of failing to play the role that is needed from it. The
following five sections of this paper set out concerns that pose major threats to its
ongoing effectiveness.
Impact investing and public aid
Oxfam is engaged in an active debate about how to minimize social risks and
14
maximize social impact associated with private development finance. This debate
is linked to the impact investing space, as bilateral and multilateral aid donors
engage directly in impact investing as donors and as investors. Bringing impact
investors together with aid practitioners in conversation about the risks and
opportunities around private funding of development goals would benefit both
communities. The following areas are ripe for consideration, and Oxfam will be
publishing a paper on public aid and private sector in 2017:

8

•

Linking impact investment to sustainable development objectives (including the
SDGs);

•

Application of aid effectiveness principles (e.g., transparency, local ownership);

•

Application of human rights due diligence and remedy mechanisms as
articulated by the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights; and

•

Demonstrating additionality of impact investment (both financial and
developmental, ex ante and ex post).
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2 FINANCIAL RETURN TARGETS DO NOT
REFLECT ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE
‘Those of us actively allocating capital to fragile enterprises in developing markets
recognize that those people who promise comfortable market-rate returns while
solving global poverty are the equivalent of diet gurus promising that one can lose
weight while eating limitless amounts of chocolate cake.’ (Greg Neichin and
15
Diane Isenberg, in Next Billion
The GIIN has reported that impact assets under management grew to US$35.5bn in
2015 from $25.4bn in 2013 with more than 80 percent of this capital seeking market rate
16
or close to market rate returns. Oxfam and Sumerian reviewed evidence on whether
impact investments in both the UK and emerging economies were achieving these
goals, with a primary focus on emerging economies.

Evidence from the UK
17

Social investment, while arguably distinct from impact investing, is aligned with impact
investing in terms of its overall goals (e.g., catalyzing finance to enable positive social
change). The independent research and data analysis available in the social investment
field provides useful insights. The 2015 study by EngagedX is the first systematic
analysis of a robust data set on financial returns to a specific subset of the social
investment market in the UK: those investments prioritizing providing capital to social
18
purpose organizations rather than optimizing financial returns. The study found
annualized total returns equating to -0.77 percent and some funds targeting untested
approaches incurred much greater losses. Boston Consulting Group (BCG) research on
the UK’s Futurebuilder Funds, which provided loan financing and grants to third-sector
organizations in England, shows similar results. Futurebuilder invested £145m in loans
and grants into in 369 organizations. The 20 percent of loans either paid down or written
19
off resulted in a negative internal rate of return of -3 percent.
It would be a mistake to see these outcomes as disappointing. Instead, in terms of
financial sustainability, this is a huge improvement over the provision of grant capital.
‘Given the pioneering nature of the fund, the fact that it was targeting organizations that
were unused to accepting loan finance and that the period included a major financial
20
shock, this performance is unarguably more positive than might otherwise be expected.’

Evidence from emerging economies
In analyzing financial performance of emerging market impact investing funds, data and
research gaps make it very difficult to tell a coherent story. We found that the field lacks
comparable, detailed, and accurate data on financial performance at the fund level or
indeed on the enterprise level. An analysis of a report detailing the return potential of
the space, prepared for the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, illustrates some of the
measurement challenges. Funds in the study’s sample appear to have achieved an
‘acceptable level of financial performance.’ The evidence for this finding is provided
through a survey of existing investment vehicles, such as Regmifa, which reported
median return on equity of 8.4 percent, Grassroots Business Fund (GBF), which
recorded a current yield of 7.2 percent in 2014, and FMO government funds, which
were characterized as achieving ‘generally good financial results.’ However, these
results deserve more examination.
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•

Regmifa is a microfinance fund. The fact that a fund in this highly developed and
sector that has already achieved scale is able to deliver strong returns should not be
ignored, but it is also not strongly comparable to funds and enterprises profiled in
this paper.

•

GBF’s reported 7.2 percent yield is a calculation of annual income (interest +
dividends + fees) over the net value of the investment portfolio. This metric is helpful,
but it does not include costs, nor does it recognize that 20 percent of GBF is funded
by grants. It is impossible to make strong statements about the availability riskadjusted returns unless the data enables comparison of net returns at the portfolio
level.

•

The statement on FMO government funds provides no data to back up the
performance assertions at all.

Meanwhile, reports of performance at the enterprise level reflect outcomes that could
not easily support commercial-rate returns. For example, the 2012 Monitor Group report
‘From Blueprint to Scale,’ states that Acumen Fund reported that its portfolio companies
had an average profit after-tax of minus 20 percent. Its eight most profitable investee
21
companies had an average profit of just 6 percent. The Lemelson Foundation report
‘Catalyzing Capital for Invention: Spotlight on India’ states that ‘India’s impact-capital
providers commonly cite financial return targets of around 20 percent, which fall within
the range of commercial rate returns. Businesses developing products for poor
populations are likely to follow more modest growth and profitability trajectories because
the products and services are targeted at low- and very low-income consumers, and the
22
objective is to build scalable business models on low-margin financial parameters.’
Take the example of cooperative Kawa Maber, located in northeastern Democratic
Republic of Congo, where infrastructure, whether in the form of Internet or functioning
23
roads, ranges from poor to nonexistent. Extortion is a constant challenge, and the
threat of ethnic and political violence or a catastrophic weather event is ever-present.
The business does not even have a formal address. Despite these challenges, Root
Capital underwrote a loan to Kawa Maber. Where formerly these farmers were forced to
sell their coffee at cut-rate prices to middlemen in the region, as a cooperative with ties
to European buyers farmers now benefit from bargaining power that comes with selling
at scale. An investment in Kawa Maber could not be supported by a fund targeting
market-rate returns. Yet, Kawa Maber is revenue generating and creates abundant
impact. Without the creativity of Root Capital and the investors and donors that support
it, Kawa Maber would likely fall into the ‘valley of death’.
There is a major disconnect. As one emerging market impact investment fund manager,
who is achieving 6 percent net IRR told us: “A lot of people are coming in saying, ‘I want
full impact and full return, and want it in 7 years!’ In that case, I tell them to go and show
me anyone who is doing that, as it doesn’t exist. But that is their expectation.” Recent
24
high-profile announcements feed this perception, such as TPG’s Rise Fund. The
limited information available suggests that the fund will follow a well-worn path into such
sectors as healthcare and clean energy in the US and financial services, housing, or
telecoms in emerging economies—tapping into already proven, profitable, and scalable
sectors that benefit from the rising spending power of the expanding middle classes.
This is rather different than attempting to provide capital in hard-to-reach markets to
serve the poorest people and support pioneering new products, services, or business
models. There is a risk that overly ambitious return expectations will distort the
enterprises themselves as investors pressure enterprises to increase financial returns at
the expense of people living in poverty.

10
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Root Capital is one of very few fund managers to state loudly and in public that financial
returns and social impact are sometimes in tension:
‘What we can categorically say, based on 15 years of experience, data from our
loan portfolio and the approaches we’ve developed for measuring impact, is that
there is a tradeoff between financial return and some types of impact in our
25
work.’ (Willy Foote, CEO of Root Capital)

3 FUND STRUCTURES ARE NOT DESIGNED
TO MEET THE NEEDS OF MOST
ENTERPRISES
‘[F]or those with the flexibility and fiduciary responsibility to pursue direct impact
in truly marginalized and underserved regions and communities, it’s necessary to
grapple with the reality that these contexts often require concessionary rates of
return, an appetite for a range of risks (geopolitical, currency, security, etc.), as
well as a need for creative structures and patient timelines.’
26
(Greg Neichin and Diane Isenberg, in Next Billion )
Our experience leads us to conclude that most impactful enterprises want and need
patient (greater than 10-year) capital with return expectations reflective of the additional
costs and risks they face in their quest to generate meaningful positive social returns.
For example, in 2007 Shell Foundation launched a long-term partnership that led to the
formation of Envirofit, a global clean cook stoves business. Shell Foundation’s multiyear investment allowed Envirofit the time to mature, going through a complete
restructuring from a business-to-consumer, to a business-to-business model, and
growing to the point that Envirofit has sold over a million stoves across 40 countries.
Envirofit attracted external capital in 2013 after six years of Shell Foundation grant
funding. The quote from the Mulago Foundation’s Kevin Starr writing in the Stanford
27
Social Innovation Review (SSIR) puts our experience into context perfectly: ‘A
businessman in Africa told me that Coca-Cola lost money there for 12 years. In
other words, it required over a decade for one of the most competent companies
It is important to
on Earth to break even on the sale of a mildly addictive sugary drink that is
respond to demand
absurdly cheap to make. Imagine what it takes when you’re focused on impact.’
from large investors
for socially
And yet, most impact investments are based on a 10-year, closed-end fund
responsible and
model. One solution to this problem is for the development of more creative
impactful
longer-term structures (e.g., over 15 years), like evergreen funds and permanent
investment
capital vehicles. Bridges Ventures, a UK-based impact investment fund, in
products and funds.
announcing its new evergreen fund, illustrated the importance of new fund
But one of the key
structures. ‘In most funds announced for social ventures to date, fund
functions of impact
managers need to exit their investment to get their money back (plus any
investors is to find
additional proceeds). Bridges says it chose this new structure because missionimpactful
led ventures often have long-term social goals, so they need access to longenterprises that are
28
term capital and support .’
not ready or suited
to commercial
Of course, funds can only provide financing that is aligned to enterprise needs if
investment and to
asset owners and other capital providers are willing to provide the money. The
match them with
most damaging impact of excessive focus on market-rate returns for impact
both philanthropic
investments may be the setting of unrealistic expectations among large asset
and/or investment
owners. Market forces dictate that the sector (in the absence of countervailing
capital so they can
measures) will tailor its offerings to meet the needs of the largest providers of
still reach their
capital. This is already in evidence. It is important to respond to demand from
potential.
large investors for socially responsible and impactful investment products and
Impact Investing: Who are we serving? A case of mismatch between supply and demand
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funds. But one of the key functions of impact investors is to find impactful enterprises
that are not ready or suited to commercial investment and to match them with both
philanthropic and investment capital so they can still reach their potential.

4 THE NEED FOR USER-CENTERED
PRODUCTS SUPPORTED BY SMART
SUBSIDY AND PATIENT CAPITAL
‘If a company is building a water distribution system in Kenya or local food hub in
North Carolina, why would they be funded using the same investment terms that
were used to fund Snapchat, Instagram or Uber? When was the last time you
saw an artisan sourcing project IPO or get acquired by Google?’ (Aner Ben-Ami,
29
Transform Finance Blog)
Enterprises prioritizing social impact operate differently from conventional businesses
and, as such, they need financial partners that will behave differently from conventional
financial service providers. Adapting financing to the ‘user experience’ of the enterprise
will be critical if this new cadre of businesses is to thrive. This was the perspective
taken by Oxfam in its Enterprise Development Programme (EDP). EDP offers
enterprises a flexible mix of tools, including loans, repayable grants, subsidy and
training support to strengthen early-stage rural agricultural enterprises that fall in the
missing middle gap between microfinance and commercial lending. For development
projects focusing on small and medium sized business development, EDP signifies an
important break from the traditional grants-only model. By participating in EDP,
enterprises have the opportunity to improve their skills in financial management and
administration and, when ready, pivot towards more sustainable funding. EDP loans
are usually conferred through local financial institutions with a partial guarantee from
Oxfam, which enables the supported enterprises to develop a credit history with the
bank so that eventually they can seek a loan independent of Oxfam’s support.

Enterprises
prioritizing
social impact
operate
differently from
‘conventional’
businesses and
as such they
need financial
partners that
will behave
differently from
conventional
financial service
providers.

Similarly, Root Capital adapts its product offerings to the needs and capabilities of its
client base. Rural agricultural enterprises often lack physical collateral required by most
commercial banks in the emerging markets. As such, Root Capital practices cash flowbased lending against purchase orders and orients repayments around harvest or
production cycles. Oxfam’s Women in Small Enterprise Fund in Guatemala provides a
50 percent guarantee on loans issued by its cooperative bank partner to women-run
small businesses. The guarantee increases the eligibility of women borrowers, who
have access to significantly fewer assets for collateral than their male counterparts.
These product innovations demonstrate a user-centric approach wherein the financing
solution is tailored around the client’s needs.
These three models start with a diagnosis of the challenge faced by rural agricultural
and women-run enterprises and adapt their product offerings accordingly. All three are
funded through a mix of investment or repayable grants and subsidies. Although they
represent a departure from traditional aid, initiatives such as these are often dismissed
as falling outside the scope of real impact investing. If you believe the goal of impact
investing is to achieve market rate returns, these initiatives are outside the scope.
However, if the goal of impact investing is to create more sustainable finance that is fitfor-purpose for traditionally marginalized enterprises—while providing those enterprises
with much needed support to grow and recouping some or all of your costs—these
initiatives are arguably outperforming standard benchmarks.
The growth of impact investing will depend on subsidies and patient capital that focuses
on fostering impact-driven enterprises. Root Capital’s loan officer in DRC and Uganda,
Richard Tugume, describes its cross-subsidy model in a recent article in SSIR. ‘Each
12
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year, I try to make five or six big loans to large, well-established businesses. These
loans provide revenue to Root Capital, and the businesses meet our social and
environmental criteria: They purchase crops from local farmers and often provide
services like agronomic training and farm inputs. Then, in the rest of my portfolio, I
make much smaller loans to earlier-stage businesses that have a harder time getting
30
loans but show potential for growth.’ Root Capital’s loans will generate a positive but
below-market return, largely so that they can also fund more marginalized cooperatives
that don’t have access to funding and may well produce negative financial return and
require a subsidy. Despite the added cost of underwriting and supporting cooperatives
in high-risk locations, Root Capital justifies the support from an impact perspective,
given the clear societal benefits of a cooperatives that only provided safe and reliable
market access for its farmer members but provide many ancillary benefits as well (e.g.,
clean water and electricity). Root Capital’s own revenue is further supported by
philanthropic capital, which ensures a capital structure that is at once sustainable and
protected from the inevitable risks implicit in lending in markets subject to considerable
uncertainty.
Root Capital employs a rigorous analysis to justify this allocation of subsidy. Root
Capital uses an ‘impact/return hurdle rate’ to evaluate, for prospective loans that are
not expected to be profitable, whether the loan’s expected impact justifies its
expected cost. At the portfolio level, Root Capital has created a new approach to
calculate the ‘efficient impact frontier’ for impact investments—that is, the set of
optimal loan portfolios that offer the greatest total impact for any given level of
aggregate risk-adjusted financial return. This supports decisions to construct a
portfolio of investments that are all efficient across different areas of the spectrum of
31
social impact and financial return (or subsidy) and allows its donors and investors
to ‘distinguish between merely poor financial performance from intentional lower
financial performance when combined with the intentional creation of social
32
impact.’
The need for patient capital is well documented. Shell Foundation stated it takes six
to 10 years and between $5 million to $20 million for pioneering social enterprises to
33,
achieve impact and net positive cash flow. To put this into perspective for two
social enterprises that are frequently referred to as success stories, both d.light and
MKopa each received more than $8 million in smart subsidy from Shell Foundation
prior to, and in parallel with, these impactful enterprises securing debt and equity
34,
investment. Similarly, patient capital can allow smaller enterprises to thrive over
the longer term. The ability to stay committed to the enterprise over the long term,
through the tough times, is the key to patient capital. Alongside investment that
seeks a return on capital, we need more smart subsidy and patient capital that
seeks to maximize impact but will accept a return of capital. This is precisely where
donors and philanthropists have a key role to play as they can support promising,
impact-driven enterprises with a diversity of user-centric, impact-first financial
products.

The need for patient
capital is well
documented. Shell
Foundation stated it
takes 6 to 10 years
and between $5m to
$20m for pioneering
social enterprises to
achieve impact and
net positive
cashflow. To put this
into perspective for
two social
enterprises that are
frequently referred to
as success stories,
both d.light and
MKopa each
received over $8m in
smart subsidy from
Shell Foundation
prior to and in
parallel with these
impactful enterprises
securing debt and
equity investment
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5 LACK OF ROBUST DATA IS COMPOUNDED
BY SALES HYPE
“’Impact Investing inches from niche to mainstream,’ reads the headline of an
upbeat Economist article to mark the start of 2017. The Economist joins a long list
of publications and institutions announcing that impact investing has arrived. And,
of course, if impact investing is going mainstream it’s because there are more
and more proof points showing that you can ‘do well by doing good.’ The water’s
fine and anyone can join in without fear of giving up financial returns.” (Aner Ben35
Ami, Candide Group Blog)
There is a mismatch in expectations between what investors want and what most
impact-led enterprises can deliver, caused in part by lack of robust data and objective
analysis. Most research on the field to date has focused on assessing the level of
financial return associated with impact investing with little exploration of the impact side
of the equation. Arguably the most comprehensive of these reports is ‘Introducing the
36
Impact Investment Benchmark’ by Cambridge Associates and GIIN. This report states
that, ‘In aggregate, impact investment funds launched between 1998 and 2004—those
that are largely realized—have outperformed funds in a comparative universe of
conventional private investment funds’ and draws the conclusion that ‘market rate
returns are attainable in impact investing.’ This conclusion is drawn despite the fact that
the report included no data or commentary on the associated impacts achieved.
Instead, the report uses a self-reported intention to generate social impact as the only
impact-related inclusion criteria for inclusion in the benchmark. Impact measurement is
challenging and aggregating data across a variety of strategies and geographies would
be complex, however, ‘[t]he message coming from the benchmark as it is currently
37
stands is that good intentions are enough, while good returns are great.’
The assertion about return potential in the Cambridge Associates and GIIN report was
drawn from an analysis of only 51 funds, all of which targeted net 15 percent or greater
financial returns. The study sample’s weighting towards the financial inclusion sector
was said to reflect ‘the historically strong appetite for microfinance funds among impact
investors.’ Microfinance is an established asset class that benefitted from an estimated
38
US$20 billion in subsidy and patient capital from multiple donors over 20 years. This
long history of subsidization underpins much of the positive financial returns now being
achieved. Furthermore, almost 70 percent of the fund data included in the benchmark
are based on unrealized returns (36 funds out of 51 are from Vintage year 2005 to
2010). An unrealized gain is a profit that exists on paper, resulting from an investment.
It is a profitable position that has yet to be sold in return for cash. Based on experience
in the venture capital market, valuations of unrealized investments very often are
39
inflated. In essence, the report’s findings, drawn from a small pool of funds that
targeted market-rate returns—most of which are based on unrealized gains and none
of which demonstrated proof of impact—has now established a benchmark that market
rate returns are possible in impact investing. Reports such as this play an important
role in influencing the views of investors and serve to reinforce a common narrative
that is amplified and echoed in the press and in secondary research. They shift the
goal posts for the field as a whole. The previously cited report commissioned by the
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs report surveying impact investing and innovative
finance for sustainable development includes a dedicated section on financial returns
40
that cites the Cambridge Associates and GIIN Report as follows.
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‘[A] study on the financial performance of impact investment funds by GIIN and
Cambridge Associates established that impact investment funds have
outperformed funds in a comparative universe of conventional, private investment
funds. The results also show that emerging market impact investment funds have
returned 9.1 percent to investors (9.7 percent for those focused on Africa) versus
41
4.8 percent for developed market impact investment funds.’
It would be unfair to say definitively that these interpretations of the GIIIN and
Cambridge Associates report are incorrect. Yet, in summarizing the research findings,
this study by the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs omits vital caveats, such as the fact
that the only funds examined were market-rate return seeking or that the report carried
no analysis of impact performance. Reports such as theses amplify the GIIN and
Cambridge Associates report’s headline conclusion that market-rate returns are
attainable in impact investing when, in reality, it would be more realistic to say that the
data do not rule out the possibility of market-rate returns among a particular sub-set of
impact investments (which are most attractive to market return-seeking investors).
The GIIN 2016 Annual Investor Survey reported that the one of the biggest challenges
to the growth of the field was ‘a lack of high-quality investment opportunities (fund or
direct) with track record.’ In our view, the issue is less about a lack of deal flow and
more likely a function of unrealistic expectations encouraged by the lure of ‘full impact
and full return.’ As noted by respondents in the DFID Impact Programme’s ‘Survey of
the Impact Investing Market 2014’ report, if pressure on financial returns were to be
reduced, a wider selection of potential businesses—including early stage firms—should
42
be available for investment.
There are clear opportunities for new research that could better inform expectations of
both financial performance and impact. For example, our review of available research
finds that the following information is not commonly accessible:
•

Net returns at fund portfolio level. This is vital to understand performance once all
costs have been factored in, if possible, including grant funding for technical
assistance or cross-subsidizing from donors or investors who forgo their share of
profits.

•

Research focusing on impact funds and enterprises targeting below-market
returns. Research and analytics organizations are focused quite narrowly on the
segment targeting market returns. This research would help support and grow the
investor base seeking blended returns and capital preservation. DFID’s Impact
43
Programme’s ‘Survey of the impact investment markets 2014’ makes a strong start
in surfacing the merits of lower return strategies, which tend to disproportionately
support businesses that are innovative, early stage, and reach people living in
44
poverty. Omidyar’s ‘Returns Continuum Framework’ provides a tool for
understanding different return strategies and highlights the strength of those lower
financial return opportunities that deliver high levels of market impact.

•

Comparable financial and impact data. Very few organizations have datasets that
include detailed information on both financial performance and impact performance,
sufficient, for example, to compare financial performance against impact approach,
enterprise type, etc. This is partly due to the difficulty of standardizing impact metrics
and the cost of collecting data. However, organizations such as Root Capital have
45
demonstrated that it can be done.

•

Research exploring the tension between financial performance and impact
performance. In a related point, research examining the relationship between
financial and impact performance in an aggregate sense has the potential to help
clarify the areas where investors with different approaches and objectives might
want to focus their capital and effort. The only systematic examination of the
relationship between financial performance and social performance found in our
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review of the research comes from a team of academics in Brazil (Lazzarini, et al,
46
2014). They construct an analytical framework of different types of impact
investments according to whether financial and social goals are naturally aligned as
complements, or when seeking greater profits might undermine social performance
and so they are substitutes. The authors go on to distinguish finance-first, balanced,
and impact-first investors—not only on the tension or complementarity of financial
and social returns, but also on the time horizon for profits, and the need to use
47
innovative financing approaches.
•

User experience. There is little research exploring the demand side of the financing
equation; more understanding of enterprise financial needs would improve outcomes
for the field.

Researchers, analysts, and funds are producing innovative and interesting work based
on the data that is available. But a pattern has emerged in industry-oriented publications
of presenting findings and conclusions with a level of certainty and generalization that is
not justified by the data. This enthusiasm risks harming both the reputation of impact
investment and the effective development of a sector that is still very much in its
infancy. It is especially marked in reports covering the broad landscape of impact
investing and those aimed at reaching mainstream audiences.
Jess Daggers and Alex Nicholls at SBS (Oxford) published in 2016 an analysis of trend
48
and opportunities in social impact investment research. They found a ‘nascent field of
research in which there was considerable interest and potential, but currently no
substantial core of ideas, theory, or data.’ The limited number of academic contributions
until now is described as ‘scattered and disparate,’ and these are clearly not sufficient to
balance the assessments from organizations with a direct interest in the investment
sector.

6 INTENTIONALITY TO ACHIEVE IMPACT IS
GETTING SIDELINED
‘Not all businesses that have an impact should be classified as impact investments.
The mobile phone, for example, has had a positive impact on the lives of billions of
people. But investments in Nokia and Samsung products are not impact
investments. The clean tech and biotech products (such as Tesla and biotech
companies fighting tuberculosis) aren’t either. Otherwise, theoretically any
49
legitimate business could claim it was ‘an impact company.’ (Kim Tan, SSIR)
Every enterprise has the potential to create a positive impact, yet those funded by
impact investing should be uniquely impact-driven. The GIIN’s definition of impact
investing refers to investments made into companies, organizations and funds with the
intention to generate a measurable, socially or environmentally beneficial
50
impact alongside a financial return. Intentionality is the critical point, and for Oxfam
and Sumerian, this is predominantly about tackling poverty. While socially responsible
investing is to be encouraged, we would not categorize efforts to ‘do no harm’ or to
apply an impact filter to existing investments as equivalent to impact investments that
prioritize positive impact. Impact investing fills a unique role in the market, channelling
investors and targeting enterprises that carry the intention to generate positive impact.
This impact is not merely incidental for the investor and the entrepreneur, but is the
primary driver.
There appears to be a growing tendency to re-brand a broad range of emerging market
investing as ‘impact investing,’ which dilutes and obscures the intentionality to achieve
impact as well as financial returns. This tendency is likely tied to the drive to attract
51
mainstream investors, particularly institutional investors. We believe, as others have
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observed, that this can lead to ‘mission drift as those investors require strong
52
financial returns and larger deal sizes.’
Kim Tan and Brian Griffiths take up the re-branding issue in their 2016 book, Social
Impact Investing: New Agenda in Fighting Poverty. They argue that not every
business that has an impact is an impact investment, as the intention to do good
does not drive the business. They give such examples as mobile phone companies
or infrastructure companies whose products have benefitted the lives of billions of
people but are not impact investments. They do not produce products primarily
intended for the use or benefit of poor communities, even if they do eventually reach
some people living in poverty. Nor are their operations primarily located close to, or
within, poor communities to serve or employ those people.
Another example is TPG’s investment in Apollo Tower, a cell phone tower company
in Myanmar that, according to supporters, developed impact because cellphone
access was significantly increased and ‘helped to increase transparency in a country
known for tight control of its information, helping the nation take steps toward
53
democracy.’ It should not be assumed that an investment in a cell tower, or a wind
farm, or any other enterprise in the Global South is inherently socially positive.
Rather, it should be incumbent upon the fund to demonstrate how these enterprises
are intentionally structured to optimize impact and benefit poor and marginalized
groups, rather than only providing implied, incidental or indirect benefits. They
should be able to show what difference the fund’s provision of capital and support
and engagement has made. Any self-identifying impact investor should be able to
demonstrate a clear intentionality to achieve impact.
As illustrated in the figure below from Bridges Ventures and Skopos Impact Fund
publication, ‘More than Measurement: A Practitioner’s Journey to Impact
54
Management,’ an impact investment process should include: establishing goals for
the positive change the fund seeks to enable; identifying indicators to measure that
the changing is taking place; identifying impact strategies; setting impact targets (akin to
financial hurdle rates);; measuring and analyzing the data; and making sure that the
findings are integrated into the investment process going forward.
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Figure 3: The Impact Management Approach

Source: Bridges Ventures and Skopos Impact Fund (2016)
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Impact investors should also commit to business process adaptations. These include:
ensuring that an assessment of potential impact is core to all investment decisionmaking; supporting investee partners’ efforts to maximize impact, ideally co-developing
impact indicators; enabling an open dialogue with investee partners, especially in
managing situations where impact and profit may be at odds; and ensuring that any
exits are managed in ways that avoid unintended or adverse impact. As noted by Kevin
55
Starr in SSIR, impact investors distinguish themselves through three steps:
1. Commit to impact. You make a commitment to put impact first in your funding
calculus and hold yourself accountable to it.
2. Learn what that means. You do what it takes to get a working understanding of what
impact is and how to measure it.
3. Fund for impact. You actually put in place mechanisms and a methodology to ensure
that impact drives your decisions.
We are not naïve in assuming that this is easy. Gathering good impact information and
managing against it can be a challenge for both funds as well as downstream
enterprises. The Oxfam’s Small Enterprise Impact Investing Fund (SEIIF), launched in
2012 to finance small enterprises seeking to reduce poverty in developing and emerging
economies, originally selected an extensive set of indicators that investees would be
required to collect and report as a condition of investment. In SEIIF’s case, investees
are financial intermediaries who themselves need to collect this data from enterprises to
which they lend money. As SEIIF’s 2012-2014 impact report notes, ‘Since inception,
there has been tension between SEIIF’s desire to collect data that demonstrates impact,
and the delays this causes with respect to investment deal negotiations and closings, as
well as the diversion of the SEIFF’s scarce resources to set up systems for measuring
impact.’ Most investee companies saw impact reporting as a cost rather than a strategic
enabler. Investee companies didn’t have technical or human resources to meet their
measurement requirements and the data sometimes suffered. This tension caused
SEIFF to redesign its impact measurement process. This involved conversations with
investees to identify the most meaningful, easy-to-collect and internally relevant
indicators for investees. SEIIF’s experience shows the importance of committing to
impact measurement despite challenges and highlights the need to strike a balance
between a robust impact methodology and an achievable standard for investees.
At the enterprise level, intentionality is also critical. There has been an insufficient
examination of the underlying business models and firm characteristics that best drive
impact. For all firms, commercial decisions—such as prices charged to consumers,
wages paid to workers, prices paid to farmers and making investments that create
jobs—must all be weighed against diverse commercial and social objectives. Such
decisions to increase impact can be constrained by pressures to pay interest or
dividends to investors.
Financing enterprises that prioritize positive social impacts at key moments (while
retaining commercial viability) is at the heart of the intentionality of impact investing.
Take Furaha, the Root Capital funded coffee cooperative in eastern DRC, which not
only provides farmers with a route to a safe and reliable market but also access to clean
56
water and electricity. If Furaha was a profit maximizing firm, it could choose to forfeit
these investments in its farmer members to instead distribute returns to its investors.
Enterprises such as Furaha that give greater power to stakeholders such as workers,
farmers, consumers, and communities are intentional about prioritizing positive social
impact.
One focus for intentional impact would be an enterprise’s commitment to the
empowerment of women. Research shows the clear outsized impact of investing in
57
women, often called the ‘gender dividend,’ resulting in positive increases in per capita
GNP as measures of gender equality increase. Research shows that women reinvest
18
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90 percent of their income into their families, compared to only 30 percent to 40
percent for men. Enterprises that commit to women’s empowerment goals as part of
their business strategy should be prioritized by impact investors, as they will accelerate
their poverty alleviation. As put by former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, ‘Gender
equality is more than a goal in itself. It is a precondition for meeting the challenge of
59
reducing poverty, promoting sustainable development and building good governance.’
This is why organizations such as Oxfam and Root Capital have made such a dedicated
effort to supporting enterprises that include women in a meaningful way.
There is a range of enterprise structures available for impact investors to support (both
60
ownership and governance models, as well as legal forms). Yet, further research is
required as to which structures, approaches, and incentives are most effective in
ensuring enterprises maintain an intentionality to optimize impact.
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7 CONCLUSION
This paper does not make a pejorative value judgment. It tries to reflect an abiding
sense that the reality of investing in hard-to-reach enterprises primarily for the purposes
of fostering local poverty reduction and development seems to have very little to do with
the appearance of the sector we see represented in the majority of industry reports
assessing the impact investment sector as a whole. Many of the people who originally
established the ideas underpinning impact investment and venture philanthropy
expected a space where capital could be preserved while making impact, rather than
one in which returns are made while preserving impact. Many of these stakeholders
believe that there are substantial sectors where getting back 95 percent of capital while
generating a clear positive impact represents excellent performance.
It is this feeling which drives a concern in some quarters that there is a real risk of the
sector becoming discredited. The risk is not driven by poor management or
performance, as such. It is driven by a trend of rising and in many eyes unrealistic
expectations about financial returns from impact investments. This may lead both to
capital being drawn away from (or not attracted to) vital investments that deliver low or
zero returns, and also to the wider perception of failure of the sector if the availability of
more data (as funds and enterprises mature) shows success rates and financial returns
far below those that are being promised and now expected.
As discussed above, there is a strong case for differentiating far more clearly and
carefully between the objectives and characteristics both of investee enterprises
(demand side), and investors (supply side). We must look in the mirror and ask
ourselves honestly, ‘Who are we serving?’ This should involve an honest assessment of
the degree to which each player is looking to prioritize the generation of social returns
and is willing and even expecting to make lower risk-adjusted returns in order to do so.
This concession may not always be necessary, but it will certainly be necessary at
some times. This should systematically be addressed.
Michael Etzel, a manager at Bridgespan Group, echoes this sentiment in a recent article
for the SSIR:
‘The time is right for philanthropists to become more active impact investors.
Whereas, private investors may focus on finding businesses that can provide
market-rate returns, philanthropy would do well to build its capacity to invest in
the many sustainable enterprises that may never achieve outsized financial
61
results but are capable of achieving some returns and significant social impact.’
The way forward for impact investing can be bright. It has the potential to adapt to meet
the needs of impact-driven enterprises around the world. As articulated in the summary,
we’ve identified six ways this can be achieved: (1) place an increased focus on the
enterprise, versus the investor; (2) exhibit greater transparency around financial return
as well as impact; (3) deploy smart subsidy and patient capital (particularly from public
bodies and development finance institutions); (4) research best structures and
approaches to maintain enterprise intentionality; (5) establish a voluntary code of
practice to embrace good practices that make impact central to operations; and (6)
implement incentives to maximize, measure, and report impact. We encourage a focus
on all six from across the impact investment sector. The purpose of our report is not to
undermine the objectives of impact investing. But unless we start to understand the
nature and capabilities of enterprises targeted by impact investors, and become more
transparent about assessing actual performance to date, we are concerned that a
mismatch will emerge between the hype and the actual results. It would be a tragedy if
impact investors missed the opportunity to have a meaningful impact on people living in
poverty simply because they were only focused on one side of the story.
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